A Silly Hitler Story
Note: The beginning of this story is taken from the movie "Downfall". I didn't write and get permission
to reproduce it because they'd make me pay money, and I cannot even afford to go grocery shopping
this month.
"I don't believe it. The enemy has broken through along a wide front. They've taken Zossen to the south
and are advancing to Stahnsdorf. They're on the northern outskirts between Frohnau and Pankow.
They've reached Lichtenberg and Karlhorst to the east."
The general paused for a moment and withdrew his hand from the map. The room was silent; no one
dared say a word and break the silence. All eyes were on Adolf.
Non-chalantly, Adolf comments, "Steiner's assault will bring it under control."
The two immediate generals to him look at each other and shift a uncomfortably in their stances. "My
Führer ... Steiner ... " The general is sweating as he breathes harder, unable to finish his sentence.
Another general cuts him off, "Steiner couldn't mobilize enough men. He wasn't able to carry out his
assault."
Very slightly, Adolf begins to shake. He slowly withdraws his face by scrunching his neck, deepens his
upset pout and shakngly removes his glasses. For the first time in many years, he looks sad and broken.
Quietly, he commands, "These men will stay here: Keitel, Jodi, Krebs and Burgdorf."
The group of fifteen generals in front of him mostly disperses. As many turn to leave, Keitel, Jodi,
Krebs and Burdorf brace themselves for Adolf's inevitable outlash.
They were never expecting it to come to this. Although Germany and Japan sided together for a while,
the Germans were not very keen on using the technologies the Japanese had secretly been perfecting
over the years in seclusion. The Japanese had developed a radically powerful new technology and
because they had been purposely isolated from the rest of the world for so many years, it was unlike
anything anyone had ever seen before.
When the Nazis first discovered it, they knew it should only be used as a last resort. Something so
powerful could not become public knowledge, lest it be reverse engineered or exploited by enemies.
Still, the fact that Germany had fallen to this far pushed Adolf into rage.
"That was an order! Steiner's assault was an order! Who do you think you are to date disobey an order
that I give?" Adolf's slight shake had turned into a violent tremour. "So this is what it has come to!"
His wife was in the hall outside and his outbreak had brought her to tears.
"The military has been lying to me. Everybody has been lying to me. Even the SS! Out generals are just
a bunch of contempible, disloyal cowards."
Jodi interrupts Adolf, "I can't permit you to insult the soldiers ... "
"They are cowards, traitors and failures! We now will have to start this war all over again, tweaking

data sets and parameters to try and rid the world of all nasty humans who aren't Aryan. Do you have
any idea how tired I am of screwing with time? Those Japanese and their damn time machines. Almost
completely isolated from the rest of the world for hundreds of years, couldn't they have built something
actually useful, something that could let us finally conquer the world. Those annoying bastards."
Adolf had a disgusted look on his face as he paused and looked to the floor. Another moment of silence
passed between the generals and their Führer, where the generals all breathed shallowly to avoid
invoking Adolf's outrage again. Finally, Adolf glanced sideways at Krebs and said, "Krebs, contact the
Japanese. Tell them to prepare the machine."
----Although the Japanese had worked out the technical details of building a time machine, they
had not been able to do it cheaply. As a result, the Germans could only afford to send one person back
in time. Adolf, partly out of shame at the current state of this empire, decided he would be the one
traveling to the past to try and set things right.
Adolf would be traveling to Japan on the fastest plane available, the Messerschmitt Me 209. At
a top speed of 756 km/h, it could get from Germany to Japan in roughly four hours. Japan and
Germany were roughly 9159 kilometers apart, meaning if the plane didn't stop, it could arrive at its
destination in about 12 hours. However, when considering the Messerschmitt Me 209's fuel capacity,
this number is greatly increased. The plane's range was only 40 km, meaning it would need to stop and
refuel about 230 times between Germany and Japan. Assuming landing, refueling, and taking off again
takes 15 minutes, this adds another 58 hours to Adolfs trip. Thus, Adolf's total time in travel would
amount to about 70 hours.
So, Adolf leaves Germany and gets to Japan about 10 hours later.
----Adolf's plane arrives at Nagoya a little after 2 am. The Japanese officials come to meet him on
the runway and escort him to his hotel where he rests for the next few days. Air travel alone is really
tiring, and you need all the rest you can get before you travel through time. Jet lag is bad, but time lag
is much, much worse (and weirder)!
-----While the officials were escorting him to his hotel, no one noticed two cats, one black and one
white, off in the distance watching his landing. Likewise, no one paid them any mind as they followed
the official escort to the hotel where Adolf would be staying.
-----"Are you ready today, Hitler-sama?" asked Major Kusanagi. "Public Security Section 9 has
finished preparing the time machine. Your tests came back and you are healthy enough for time travel."
"Yes, of course I am ready. I've done this enough times already to not be nervous."
Kusanagi raised her purple eyebrows and said, "Very well. Batosai and Saitou will be here with
several tachikomas to escort you to military site soon."
As Kusanagi walked off, Adolf watched with curiosity as two very flexible robots with highpitched voices jumped down from a building to take Kusanagi off to the military site to take care of
things that needed to be done before Adolf could use the time machine. What Hitler did not notice (but
Kusanagi did), were the two cats sitting outside staring in through the windows intently at Adolf. As
soon as Kusanagi left, they followed her.
------Adolf was being strapped in. Why they strap someone in who is about to travel through time,
I'm not entirely sure. Anyway, the time machine was not at all futuristic looking. In fact, it was an oldfashioned telephone booth. The idea was you entered the booth and could dial the year, month, day,

minute, second, and etcetera, down to 5.39105(32)x10e-44 seconds (yes, the Japanese had actually
implemented something that could take measurements in Planck time).
Hitler selected the correct time. He would go back about a month before Steiner's troops were
defeated and be able to take counter-measures ahead of time. Only after he had dialed the correct date
and shut the door, did he notice the two cats in his telephone booth. By that time, it was too late. The
machine had activated. The the Japanese outside the telephone booth, it seemed a violent process, for
the telephone booth shook wildly. However, for Hitler, it was uneventful and the machine did not move
at all.
Suddenly, one of the cats began to speak to him, "You are the chosen one!1!"
"Was die ficken?" Adolf says out loud.
The cat suddenly threw him a small pink locket. Hitler wasn't quick enough and it hit the latch
that was holding the door shut. Hitler and the cats were then sucked into a weird spacetime goo. They
started to speed away from the time machine. Regardless of his anger, Hitler held onto the small pink
locket.
"Quick!" yelled one of the cats, "You need to transform!"
"Yes, yellow 'Moon Prism Power'" yelled the other cat.
"What is going on? Why? We need to get back to the time machine!"
"Just do it!" yelled one of the cats.
Hitler gripped the locket and suddenly he was overtaken by a very strong longing for a moon
kingdom which he could faintly recall, off in distance space, thousands of years ago. He thrust his
hands up holding the locket and yelled, "MOON PRISM POWER!"
The pink crystal heart and the center of the locket began to glow pink, white, yellow, and
purple, flashing and sparkling. Hitler could feel power pulsing through his body with the beat of the
locket's flashing. In his heart, he felt feelings deeper than he ever had before. His fingers were tingling
from the power of the small pink locket. A sound could now be heard, like the ringing of majestic bells,
it pulsated in time with the flashing lights. The beams from the locket shot out in all directions, filling
the weird void (as far as he could see, anyway) with beautiful lights. Suddenly, he could smell and see
iridescent flowers everywhere. The flowers were the sweetest thing Hitler had ever smelled. They were
clean, refreshing, and made him feel more powerful. They were twirling around him, along with cherry
and peach blosson petals which were blowing gently, then fiercely, then gently, then firecely, then
gently and so on.
The locket started to make chiming noises now and began to open slowly. The light from the
crystal inside was even more powerful and beautiful. Finally, it burst open and began to ring. On the
inside, it was embellished with gold and crystals. All of Adolf's body was now glowing and iridescent.
He began to twirl around on one toe, faster and faster. Beams of light were shooting out in every
direction. He lifted one leg up, stuck it out, and began to spin even faster, like a figure skater.
Hitler suddenly found himself naked and glowing. In a flash, his lips turned pink and glossy.
His hair also grew significantly (on his head). A golden tiara appeared, with a shimmering blue gem in
the centre. It grew across his forhead and behind his head. Silver and golden dangling moon earings
suddenly appeared, which consisted of a heart chained to a moon chained to a star. His necklace was
holographic blue and had a heart in the middle. Elaborate hair pinnings were strung around his head,
filled with pearls and other moon crystal gems and even gems from other universes!!!1! His eye lashes
grew longer as well.
Adolf, thrust his hands up and each nail was filled with majestic, shimmering blue color. Over
his arms, there appeared white, silky, soft, majestic, shimmering gloves. At his elbows, the weird tubelike objects that always cover sailor scouts elbows appeared. Hitler was slightly startled and intrigued
by their appearance, but he did not have time to ponder them.
His torso was majestically gleaming under a majestically gleaming white cover. It slowly turned
into the main part of a sailor suit, flashing and twinkling. The locket slowly drifted down from his

hands, glowing and centered itself onto his chest, where it was suddently clasped to his sailor suit.
From the locket, grew a soft, gentle, majestically royal red bow. It was flowing and long and shining.
His cape then began to appear. It was blue and tailored exactly to his shoulder. It firsted started
as an outline, then it filled with iridescent shinyness, then it turned blue and also happened to match the
bow that was forming from behind. Both bows and his hair were now fluttering with all the weird
spacetime wind that was whipping around him to the tune of majestic bells and ringing.
His skirt also now appeared as an outline, then filled with rainbows and crystals and beautiful
deep blue colors. It was quite short (like all the other sailor scouts), and was about 6 inches above from
his knee. It had the 3 layers. The inner most was almost entirely mostly lace, then a shimmering middle
layer made of the very majestic shimmering fabric of spacetime, then the usual outer later that
resembled that of a Japanese school girl. It fluttered as he twirled round and round. Slowly, his legs
began to glow and knee high boots appeared, embellished with silvery unicorn blood and many, many
diamonds and rubies and sapphire.
Adolf twirled gently around and began to slow to a stop. Suddenly, he struck a pose, batted his
beautiful new eye brows and shouted, "In the name of the moon, I will punish you!"
The two cats cheered, "Finally our saviour has come!"
Hitler skipped with joy. He was finally ready to rid the universe of evil while dressed as a cute
Japanese school girl. No one would ever know who he was in his excellent, cute, adorable disguise.
Suddenly, Hitler stopped.
"No! I need to go back to taking over the world!"
"No!" the cats yelled, "you need to save the world, not destroy it. Prince Endymion is waiting
for you at the end of time. Many more beautiful transformations are also waiting for you!"
"No!" he cried, and then he used his heart crystal to summon Sailor Pluto, the keeper of space
and time.
Suddenly, there was a great rip in the weird space around him and Sailor Pluto, majestic and
dark purple-green emerged with her powerful staff and long beautiful flowing hair.
"What do you want from me?" Pluto darkly asked.
"The time machine!"
"For what purpose?"
"To continue taking over the world"
"What stupid nonsense is this! Can't you tell I'm not aryan? Why would I side with you? As
punishment, you shall forever be stuck in a time loop where you are trying to get to the past! Back to
your machine you go!"
Hitler was suddently drained of all his positive energy and back in his itchy tweed suit. He was
shoved into the the telephone booth which shook violently this time with Sailor Pluto's wrath.
Eventually, he passed out.
---------Adolf awoke in bed next to his wife. He immediately jumped out of bed and walked towards
this dressing room. There was an important meeting today with several of the generals and he needed to
get ready.
He ate a banana and some toast for breakfast, put on his itchy tweed suit, and headed for the
military base to meet with the others. He entered the room first and studied his notes for a while as the
room filled up. The map before him was filled with pins detailing how various troops were dispersed.
Usually the meeting began about 9:00 am, but it was now 9:15 and no one in the filled room
had spoken or sat down. Hitler was mystified.
"What is the matter?" he asked. "Tell me about the progress of the German army."

"I don't believe it. The enemy has broken through along a wide front. They've taken Zossen to the south
and are advancing to Stahnsdorf. They're on the northern outskirts between Frohnau and Pankow.
They've reached Lichtenberg and Karlhorst to the east."
The general paused for a moment and withdrew his hand from the map. The room was silent; no one
dared say a word and break the silence. All eyes were on Adolf.
Non-chalantly, Adolf comments, "Steiner's assault will bring it under control."
The two immediate generals to him look at each other and shift a uncomfortably in their stances. "My
Führer ... Steiner ... " The general is sweating as he breathes harder, unable to finish his sentence.
Another general cuts him off, "Steiner couldn't mobilize enough men. He wasn't able to carry out his
assault."
Very slightly, Adolf begins to shake. He slowly withdraws his face by scrunching his neck, deepens his
upset pout and shakngly removes his glasses. For the first time in many years, he looks sad and broken.
Quietly, he commands, "These men will stay here: Keitel, Jodi, Krebs and Burgdorf."
The group of fifteen generals in front of him mostly disperses. As many turn to leave, Keitel, Jodi,
Krebs and Burdorf brace themselves for Adolf's inevitable outlash.
They were never expecting it to come to this. Although Germany and Japan sided together for a while,
the Germans were not very keen on using the technologies the Japanese had secretly been perfecting
over the years in seclusion. The Japanese had developed a radically powerful new technology and
because they had been purposely isolated from the rest of the world for so many years, it was unlike
anything anyone had ever seen before.
When the Nazis first discovered it, they knew it should only be used as a last resort. Something so
powerful could not become public knowledge, lest it be reverse engineered or exploited by enemies.
Still, the fact that Germany had fallen to this far pushed Adolf into rage.
"That was an order! Steiner's assault was an order! Who do you think you are to date disobey an order
that I give?" Adolf's slight shake had turned into a violent tremour. "So this is what it has come to!"
His wife was in the hall outside and his outbreak had brought her to tears.
"The military has been lying to me. Everybody has been lying to me. Even the SS! Out generals are just
a bunch of contempible, disloyal cowards."
Jodi interrupts Adolf, "I can't permit you to insult the soldiers ... "
"They are cowards, traitors and failures! We now will have to start this war all over again, tweaking
data sets and parameters to try and rid the world of all nasty humans who aren't Aryan. Do you have
any idea how tired I am of screwing with time? Those Japanese and their damn time machines. Almost
completely isolated from the rest of the world for hundreds of years, couldn't they have built something
actually useful, something that could let us finally conquer the world. Those annoying bastards."
Adolf had a disgusted look on his face as he paused and looked to the floor. Another moment of silence

passed between the generals and their Führer, where the generals all breathed shallowly to avoid
invoking Adolf's outrage again. Finally, Adolf glanced sideways at Krebs and said, "Krebs, contact the
Japanese. Tell them to prepare the machine."
--------Note: I've always wanted to write a story where the beginning was the same as the end. More
specifically, I've always wanted to write a story where the first page was the same as the last. I do not
really think of myself as a writer, so I didn't set out with any goals of this being well-written. I hope it
is at least mostly grammatically correct and not too annoying. Oh yeah, I switched tenses a lot because
I wrote it at different times and never went back and read the stuff from before.

